
Pollen Aria 

 

The dark is pocked with sarcophagi. 

We, the dreaming, are in pause between  

closed-eye vision & primordial remove. 

Last night I tumbled into wind rippling with millipedal pennants.  

Artaud handed me his Rodez skin, which I donned to become 

an analphabetic, orthochromatic mind  

freed of cauliflower containment. 

 

One is always in mother deliver until a hybrid transformation is performed. 

Thus shamanism responds to a grand & ancient need. 

Weston La Barre: “The idea that a singing head or skull could shamanize as an oracle 

long after its owner’s death, as both Virgil and Ovid asseverate, suggests the immense 

antiquity of the old Stone Age skull cult.” 

When I was a womb passenger 

I could see father fussing about the ring, 

the sole spectator at my title match. 

“Punch placenta,” he huffed. 

He’s bet 20 bulls I’d come out swinging 

with my brain hooded like a whelk, 

with my marrow stare. 

So I asked Bruce Conner: does a fetus have the Kervorkian right to not exit the womb? 

Just by breathing I supply woodchucks with armor, 

dandelions pails packed with embittered anacondas, 

pails with my mother & yours, reader, 

as if you might avoid my plight by vacationing 

the phantoms on your throne. 

How trellis this contest of life versus no? 

Ponder the bridal scree? 

Wander the woodpecker abandon 

brainstorming the family beech? 

Poetry is the cosmogonic pupa in the chrysalis of day, 

According to Gerald Massey, the earliest forms of human speech resembled 

the clicking of the kaf ape. 



Nothing explanatory grasps the Orphic radar of a poem 

when it is performs its pollen aria. 

Stunned by the dead end in every observational move. 

That coalbin mouth before which my father positioned me,  

freshly-cut switch in hand. In 1959 I glimpsed Hart Crane in that bin, 

the oriflamme & astral kale rampant in his eyes. 

He murmured: become an air octopus in a tentacle tryst with clouds. 

Staring at the gateless gate of a rock face, I see beings  

petrified & living, about to crouch in labor, lunar bellies full. 

Are we born on the navel anvil of a natal daemon whose face, 

like a malformed vagina, appeared in certain Cro-Magnon caves? 

(It appears to have a berry in its lips 

which it is expelling and sucking in) 

“You will commit a horrible crime-- 

you will be put away for the rest of your life-- 

this is the payment for having jettisoned your background” 

Daemon mantra. Don’t tell me you haven’t experienced it 

as you washed the dishes, or tried to shit. 

My closest glimpse of divinity: 30,000 B.P. say, when ur-shamanism  

envisioned an exchange between bison & human beings. 

Next to every cathedral: an animal parking lot in which billions of souls are aligned. 

Arctic hysteria— 

most probably fundamental to shamanism. 

No potion needed. 

The novice learns to control his hysteria, 

becomes its driver, ecstatic 

release, springboard for 

the “journey” 

To wear the buffalo: 

Cro-Magnon vespers. 

to paint on hide 

instead of cave stone-- 

out under the sun 

instead of deep in the mother vortex 

while the Plains filled with murderous white invaders. 



   Tintoretto’s Baptism of Christ, 1580, 

(he’s 52)   light 

   as solvent,   its drench-spiked 

                                anthem, 

       John the Baptist swings out of 

                            prehistoric negritude 

                     to tilt the bap-cup 

       & the sky!    Mandalaed with gold! 

               Christ curtsies 

                        the lyre pours out. 

Nothing is absolutely dead. Charred girders are screens of a stirring. 

Afterlife of the gone. 

“Absence” has more specter caviar than any other word. 

Absence it not mine, nor to be mined as thine. 

The womb: its mortal joke. 

We are Servants of the Pivot on which all things turn. 
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